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Abstract: In the machine learning domain, sentiment analysis has emerged as a key framework for 

scientific and commercial market research. As there are few research works on sentiment analysis 

for this language, it is currently a more significant research field of Bangla language processing 

system. Sentiment analysis is essentially an automated text mining procedure that determines the 

emotion of a given text. A given text can be classified into many emotions using sentiment analysis. 

This paper focuses on sentiment analysis in the context of Bangla language. Supervised machine 

learning classifiers such as logical regressions, K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN), linear supervised 

vector machine and random forest are applied to the feature matrices. Using the Linear SVM 

technique, the Unigram model had a precision of 83.26%at the dataset. While the Bigram model 

approaches accuracy at 72.04% and precision at 85.2%, the Trigram model has the highest precision 

score of all, at 92%. 
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Introduction: 

Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is a field of study that predicts polarity in public 

opinion or textual data from microblogging sites on a well-publicized topic by extracting people 

emotions, attitudes, emotions, etc. As, sentiment analysis is becoming a relevant subject to natural 

language processing (NLP) in machine learning area, researchers are gradually finding interest in 

this topic because of having a large scale of opinionated data on the Internet. Now-a-days people in 

social media sites, newspaper, blogs, etc., express their reviews on a specific product or items. There 

is also forum discussion, opinion on a specific post, comments, and emotions. There may arise many 

obstructive in detecting binary or ternary class sentiment such as subjectivity or opinion based 

identification, if a phrase or text have not any core opinion word. So, lexicon based data dictionary 

approach is jointed with their semantic tendency with polarity and word strength. To determine 

these data with sentiment as a polarity, i.e., positive, negative, or neutral class, machine learning 

framework has acquired significant interest. This is because of the building model in many linguistic 

domains with versatile feature extraction, alternating, predicting with probabilistic theory, and 

computing valuable feature matrix representations. Various types of features have been observed 

for this type of work such as bag of words (BoW) model, lexical analysis, and semantic feature. 

This matrix feature is language-dependent. Bangla, an ancient Indo-European language, is the 

spoken language of over 250 million people. So, extracting sentiment in Bangla language will surely 
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be significant for NLP researchers to make substantive progress in machine learning. [1]Among the 

three levels of sentiment analysis, we worked on the sentence level polarity classification by using 

extended Bangla sentiment dictionary. This sentimental dictionary words are implying as opinion 

words which is an impetus for identifying polarity from text by implementing a set of rule-based 

automatic classifier algorithm. In this paper, machine learning algorithms such as logistic 

regression, SVM, random forest and K-NN are used. 

By providing a method for automated sentiment analysis, this research opens up the path for further 

development of sentiment analysis methods of Bangla language in other sectors too. Such as the 

people having the reading disability will provide assistive technology for students with learning 

disabilities. [2] [3] 

 

Related work: 

In the era of expansion of social media and microblogging sites, SA has become an interesting topic 

among researchers. Apparently, SA is done in many linguistic domains like English, French, 

Chinese, Arabic, etc. However, the depth of its progress in Bengali language is insignificant due to 

some technical and empirical constraint [10]. In Alshari et al. [4] authors described SentiWordNet 

(SW) as a curse of dimensionality, they used sentimental lexicon dictionary based on word2vec to 

perform SA. Besides, in Bangla text, author [5] pre-processed data to carry through a SA by taking 

TF-IDF vectorizer and classified the data with support vector machine (SVM) algorithm, however 

they did not measure the polarity by calculating the score of a text; hence it is required to detect the 

polarity of each sentence by a specific rule-based [6] algorithm. In Chowdhury and Chowdhury [7], 

the author proposed a semi-supervised bootstrapping approach in SVM and maximum entropy 

(MaxEnt) classifier to perform a SA using SW by translating Bangla word to English. In their 

bootstrapping rule-based approach, they have only counted positive, negative word polarity by SW 

which is only work for a low limited length text. Besides, In Islam et al. [8], authors extracted 

positive, negative (bi-polar) polarity from facebook text by tokenizing adjective word using POS 

tagger, doing valence shifting negative words at the right side of a sentence and replace it with 

antonym word using SW. As SW has a weakness in giving proper polarity in Bangle text, the authors 

in [9] discussed an automated system for emotion detection by mapping each text to an emotion 

class, their accuracy was 90% however it was more time consuming for labeling the data and their 

phrase patterns were formed for only three sub categories sentiment not used for in complex 

sentences. In Tabassum and Khan [10], authors designed a framework for SA by counting only 

positive and negative words form their feature word list dictionary. In Zhang et al. [11], authors 

constructed an extended sentiment dictionary and a rule-based classifier was employed to classify 

the field of the text polarity by attaining the score of a sentence. In Akter and Aziz [12] authors 

described a lexicon-based dictionary model by checking the occurrences of a sentimental feature 

word in tagging each sentence. 

 

Dataset Pre-processing and Document Representation  

This experiment's dataset was compiled by hand from people's remarks on social networking 

websites. It has roughly 4000 samples, each of which is labelled as positive or negative. Further 

classification of the positive and negative classes was not possible with this dataset due to the lack 

of data. The test set was made up of 10% of the data and 90% of the data was utilised for training. 
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K-fold cross validation was used to validate the performance even more. The following are some 

examples from the dataset: 

neg আমি অনেক অযাকশে িুমি দেনেমি, মকন্তু তানের দকােটিই িান া  ানেমে। 

neg আমি িনে কমর এই মিনেিাটি বিনরর িবনেন়ে োরাপ মিনেিা। 

neg পনরর কন়েক asonsতু কন়েকটি পব ব মি । 

pos দশষবার যেে আমি একটি মিনেিা দেনেমি াি, এটি আিার েজনর এনিমি , আমি িনে কমর 

ো। মকন্তু এই মিনেিা়ে দশষ দয জজমেিটি আমি দেেনত দেন়েমি াি তা হ  আিার দিন । 

pos হাজারা বাজ মিনেিা একটি িােিম্মত মিনেিা। 

pos অিাধারণ, িন়েি অমিে়ে িনোিুগ্ধকর এবং েমরনের মবকাশ েুব িুন্দর। 

 

A. Pre-processing  

The raw data gathered isn't appropriate for classification on its own. Many punctuation marks, 

emoji's, etc. are included in the message but have no bearing on how the sentiment analysis method. 

To improve accuracy, the dataset must be pre-processed before beginning the classification process. 

There are a variety of pre-processing methods that are commonly used on datasets, depending on 

the dataset's language. Pre-processing is a crucial step before the classification process begins. The 

success of the pre-processing procedures determines the classification outcome. Tokenization, 

punctuation and emoticon removal, stemming, stop-word removal, and other techniques are 

applied.[13] 

 

NGram: 

As the name suggests, Ngrams are used to break a string into a number of substrings of N length, 

where N=string.length. To put it in the broadest possible terms, a Ngram is just the integration of 

neighbouring characters of N length that can be found in N=2 and N=3 were used in our 

investigation for bigrams and trigrams, respectively. It's a little different to use Ngrams in the Bangla 

language. To create a coherent phonetic piece in English, all letters are identical and have the same 

significance or impact. So, for example, all of the vowels have the same meaning. Whereas, in the 

Bangla language we have both vowel and vowel marks like {◌াা, মা◌, ◌া , ৈা◌, দা◌া , ◌াু, ◌া }. 

Vowels like {অ, আ, ই, উ, এ, ও} do not necessarily have the same significance as the 

aforementioned vowel marks. Such as bigrams of (Kowsher) কাওিার> ['কা', '◌াাও', 'ওি', 'িা', 

'◌াার’] don’t make any clear sense, but ['কাও', 'ওি', 'িার'] make a clear phonetic sense. For this 

reason, vowel signs were not considered strong characters while creating Ngrams. With counter 

vector, we combined bigrams and trigrams to provide new features.[14] 

 

1) Tokenization and Punctuation Removal: 'Tokenization' is the process of breaking down a text 

into smaller, more Vocabulary or punctuation marks may be used as tokens. As a result, the words 

were separated from one another by breaking the sentence based on the All punctuation marks, 

alphabets of other languages, emoticons etc. were deleted from each data sample during 

tokenization. An array containing sub-arrays of tokenized data was created as a result of this step. 

In order to hold the labels, a new array was. For example: “আোনরর িংনযাজে েুব িান া মি ” 

[The addition of the pickle was very good], after tokenize this sentence it will create a list, as like 
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“আোনরর” [pickle], “িংনযাজে” [addition], “েুব” [very], “িান া” [good], “মি ” [was]. While 

doing tokenization process we have also finished normalizing the data. Normalizing means 

removing characters [“,”, “.”, “!”, “@”, “#”, “%”], etc. these and stop words from the sentence. The 

characters nad stop word will no impact on creating training, test data, and machine learning model 

construction. 

2)  

3) Stop word Removal: Stop words are words whose value in the text corpus is negligible. When 

it comes to document classification, these words have no meaning. Stop words in English include 

"a," "of," "the," "for," "my," and others. Similarly, in Bangla, the terms “অতএব”, “অথে”, 

“অথবা”, “অেুযা়ে ”, “এিা”, “এিাই”, “মএি” etc. are considered as stop words. The list of Bangla 

stop words was compiled from [12]. After removing the stop word from the sentence " দিাি 

মএনপিাড দহ ও দঅেক িজাোর " the following tokens are obtained: [দািাি, মএনপিাড, দহ ও, 

িজাোর]. Here, “দঅেক” was deemed a stop word in this context, it was omitted. 

 

4) Stemming: The phrase stemming refers to the process of reducing a word's variations to its most 

fundamental form. Depending on the situation, a word might take on several different forms. For 

instance, "করা", "কমরি", "কমরি াি", "কমরনি ", "দকনরি", "দকমরি" etc. for all these words, 

"কর" is the root word. The primary goal of stemming is to reduce a word's conjugational variants 

to a shared fundamental form. As a result, the overall number of words with which the classifier 

must contend can be drastically reduced. The typical prefixes and postfixes used in Bangla words 

were recorded in an array for this procedure. The prefix and postfixes in the words were detected 

using the Python Regular Expression module, and the trimmed versions of the words were added to 

the newly processed corpus. In this sentence " দিাি মএনপিাড দহ ও দঅেক িজাোর", after 

stemming the words become as follows (excluding stop words): [দিাি, মএনপিাড, হ , িজা]. Here, 

"দহ ও" is changed into its base form "হ ". 

 

 

B. Document Representation  

Document representation is a pre-processing approach that can minimise a dataset's complexity and 

make it easier for a machine learning model to manage. The document's existing text version must 

be transformed to a vector representation. One of the most extensively used document vector 

representations is the vector space model [13], in which documents are represented by vectors of 

words. In this experiment, the Count Vectorizer and the Tf-Idf Vectorizer were used for feature 

extraction and vector representation. 

 

1) Count Vectorizer: For each corpus (collection) of words in the vocabulary, Count Vectorizer 

builds a lexicon of words and counts their frequencies. Use of the produced vocabulary can also be 

used to encrypt fresh text documents 

2) Tf-Idf Vectorizer: TF-IDF i.e. “Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency”. It is a statistical 

metric for determining the significance of a word in a corpus of text documents. While the 

importance of a word increases in proportion to how often it appears in a document, that same 
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importance falls when that same word appears more It builds a matrix of TF-IDF features from a 

set of raw documents using scikit-Tf-idf learn's Vectorizer function.[15] 

 

Methodology: 

The main goal of this research is to analyze the sentiment from Bangla text in machine learning 

approach by a unique rule-based algorithm along with building a lexicon data dictionary (LDD). 

For detection of Sentiment polarity from raw of a text, we have divided our whole work into three 

parts. In Figure 1, our proposed approach is illustrated and these steps are described below. To meet 

the goal, the following objectives have been identified: 

• To develop a novel and effective rule-based algorithm for detecting sentence polarity 

classification by extracting score from a chunk of Bangla text.  

• To investigate the feature matrix with target dataset and evaluate our theoretical claim and 

finally comparing the circumference of our work with some existing research paper in 

supervised machine learning algorithm. 

 

Algorithms  

The training data that was provided for the machine learning environment in the initial phase was 

combined into each algorithm to determine the target variable, and the model execution was 

monitored by obtaining exactness. We implemented machine learning classifier algorithms to 

execute the most appropriate strategies for demographic attribute recognition. 

 

 
Fig 1: Architecture of the system 

 

Machine learning algorithms  

When dealing with classification and regression difficulties, the random forest classifier method is 

a great tool to have When using a support vector machine (SVM), you create hyperplanes in N-

dimensional space to isolate data points based on at least two classes. The Naive Bayes Method, 

which is derived from Thomas Bayes' conditional probabilistic hypothesis, is another extensively 

used algorithm. As a machine learning technique for regression and classification, K-Nearest 

Neighbour (KNN) is another Our chosen neighbour value in our scenario is 5. [16] 
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To classify distinct features with varied prediction accuracies, we used Linear and Logistic 

Regression (LR). 

 

Result: 

Performance Table for Unigram feature: 

 

Sr. No. Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 

Model 

name 

0 71.26 73.93 63.93 68.56 LR 

1 70.48 76.22 57.82 65.76 RF 

2 64.76 64.40 62.86 63.62 KNN 

3 70.61 83.26 50.13 62.58 

Linear 

SVM 

 

Table 1: Performance Table for Unigram feature 

In case of Unigram feature: 

Highest Accuracy achieved by LR at = 71.26 

Highest F1-Score achieved by LR at = 68.56 

Highest Precision Score achieved by Linear SVM at = 83.26 

Highest Recall Score achieved by LR at = 63.93 

 

 
Fig 2: Visualization performance of different classifiers on the dataset with unigram feature 

 

Performance Table for Bigram feature: 

 

Sr. No. Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score Model name 

0 72.04 77.18 61.01 68.15 LR 

1 69.31 79.75 50.13 61.56 RF 

2 65.15 64.93 62.86 63.88 KNN 
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3 61.51 85.22 25.99 39.84 Linear SVM 

 

Table 2: Performance Table for Bigram feature 

In case of Bigram feature: 

Highest Accuracy achieved by LR at = 72.04 

Highest F1-Score achieved by LR at = 68.15 

Highest Precision Score achieved by Linear SVM at = 85.22 

Highest Recall Score achieved by KNN at = 62.86000000000001 

 

 

Fig 3: Visualization performance of different classifiers on the dataset with bigram feature 

 

Performance Table for Trigram feature: 

 

Sr. No. Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score Model name 

0 70.87 77.42 57.29 65.85 LR 

1 69.7 83.96 47.21 60.44 RF 

2 64.24 63.56 63.4 63.48 KNN 

3 55.4 92.5 9.81 17.75 
Linear 

SVM 

Table 3: Performance Table for Trigram feature 

 

In case of Trigram feature: 

Highest Accuracy achieved by LR at = 70.87 

Highest F1-Score achieved by LR at = 65.85 

Highest Precision Score achieved by Linear SVM at = 92.5 

Highest Recall Score achieved by KNN at = 63.4 
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Fig 4: Visualization performance of different classifiers on the dataset with trigram feature 

 

Besides, other classifier like LR, K-nearest neighbours (KNN), random forest (RF) algorithm is ap

plied on our UniGram model. Among these classifiers, SVM shows better accuracy with 83.26%. F

igure 2, 3 and 4 depicts the performance of different classifier. At Figure 4a, we have achieved bes

t accuracy 71.26% and precision 83.26% at dataset. The dataset has much better accuracy and prec

ision rather than other classification.  

After finding quite improvement in UniGram approach in Tf-Idf model, we created another model 

BiGram in Tf-Idf word vectorization. In this model we performed LR and Linear SVM classificati

on algorithm, finally accuracy is attained in dataset 72.04% which is greater than UniGram approa

ch and also having precision 85.22% on the given dataset. Figure 3 shows the performance and su

mmary of the sentiment analysis of Bigram model.  

Later on, we discovered a significant improvement in the Bigram technique in the Tf-Idf model, th

erefore we established another model, Trigram, in the Tf-Idf word vectorization. In this model, we 

used the LR and Linear SVM classification algorithms, and the final accuracy in the dataset is 70.8

%, which is higher than the UniGram approach, with precision of 92.5% on the supplied dataset. F

igure 4 depicts the performance and summary of the Trigram model's sentiment analysis. 

 

Conclusion: 

Extraction of information from Bangla names is a major topic. As major features, n-grams 

approaches were used to attain this purpose. Ten machine learning classifiers, including Logistic 

Regression, SVM, K-NN, Support Vector Machine, and Random Forest, were used in this work. In 

the Bigram feature matrix, we attained the highest accuracy of 72.04 percent. Here we conclude that 

the we created three model viz. Unigram, Bigram and Trigram, we found that the Unigram model 

gave precision 83.26% at dataset by using the Linear SVM algorithm. Whereas bigram model 

approaches accuracy at 72.04% and precision at 85.22% and Trigram model having the highest 

precision score amongst all i.e. 92.5%. 
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